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Chapter 1 : Happenstance Found (The Books of Umber, #1) by P.W. Catanese
"Happenstance Found" by P.W. Catanese is one of this year's Sunshine State Books and is the story of a boy,
Happenstance, Hap for short, who wakes up in an underground cavern with no knowledge of who or what he is.

Contact the author at pwcatanese aol. Available in hardcover, paperback, ebook - plus an audiobook that
features the wonderful performance of Richard Poe. Scroll down for details on the stories. It all begins with
Happenstance Found: Happenstance, a boy with unusual green eyes, awakens with no memories and soon falls
under the protection of the unpredictable adventurer Lord Umber. Meanwhile, a vicious assassin is hunting for
the boy with the strange green eyes, whose very existence violates some ancient law. Acclaim for
Happenstance Found: A Horn Book recommended title for fantasy and science fiction. Happenstance, a boy
with strange green eyes, wakes up in a cave with no memories of who he is or anything about the fantastic
world in which he lives. He soon encounters Lord Umber, an adventurer who seems familiar with our world as
well as his own, and his two companions â€” a brute cursed to be forever truthful and a one-handed artist and
archer Catanese packs a lot into the book: An auspicious start to the series. Merpeople, leviathans, and
sorceresses mingle with Mozart, mirrors, and elevators in this unusual cultureâ€¦a cinematic quality that will
be enjoyed by a wide range of fantasy readers. Catanese features a compelling cast of characters. During their
travels, Hap learns about the world around him and discovers that he has unique abilities. Lord Umber is also
keeping secrets from those around him, and when the two make and share discoveries about themselves and
each other, Hap begins to learn about his past and discern his purpose in life. Narrator Richard Poe does an
excellent job voicing all the nuances of a caring, bewildered boy. An excellent first title in the projected series.
Things only get more exciting from here in this inventive fantasy, first in a projected series. Let the Dragon
Games begin! All is not well in Kurahaven. Happenstance is jolted by a surprising revelation about his origins,
and the rivalry between the princes takes a violent turn. When Umber receives a pair of mysterious messages,
he and Happenstance are hurled into a wild, epic adventure. Acclaim for Dragon Games: Catanese has
imagination to spare, with new wonders around every corner
Chapter 2 : Happenstance Found (Books of Umber, book 1) by P W Catanese
Happenstance, or Hap as he is called, is found by Umber, Oates, and Sophie in a maze of tunnels guarded by a
many-legged and -toothed worm. Umber is obviously in charge of the mission to rescue Hap, but Oates' great strength
and Sophie's archery abilities certainly help.

Chapter 3 : Books of Umber Audiobooks - Listen to the Full Series | calendrierdelascience.com
Happenstance Found (Books of Umber Series #1) by P. W. Catanese Twelve-year-old Happenstance awakens in a
cave with no memory of who he is or how he came to be there. Soon a mysterious trio arrives to take him away: the
explorer Umber, the shy archer Sophie, and Oates, whose strength and honesty are both brutal.

Chapter 4 : Happenstance Found - P. W. Catanese - Google Books
(The first book in the Books of Umber series) A novel by P W Catanese Twelve-year-old Happenstance awakens in a
cave with no memory of who he is or how he came to be there.

Chapter 5 : P. W. Catanese - Wikipedia
Master storyteller P.W. Catanese begins the Books of Umber trilogy with Happenstance Found now available in
paperback when twelve-yearold Happenstance awakens in a cave with no memory of who he is or how he came to be
there.
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Chapter 6 : Books of Umber - By PW Catanese
Master storyteller P.W. Catanese begins the Books of Umber trilogy with Happenstance Foundâ€”now available in
paperbackâ€”when twelve-yearold Happenstance awakens in a cave with no memory of who he is or how he came to
be there.

Chapter 7 : Happenstance Found Audiobook | P. W. Catanese | calendrierdelascience.com
Happenstance Found (The Books of Umber) by Catanese, P. W. and a great selection of similar Used, New and
Collectible Books available now at calendrierdelascience.com

Chapter 8 : The Books of Umber
Books calendrierdelascience.com - Master storyteller P.W. Catanese begins the Books of Umber trilogy with
Happenstance Foundâ€”now available in paperbackâ€”when twelve-yearold Happenstance awakens in a cave with no
memory of who he is or how he came to be there.

Chapter 9 : Audiobooks written by P. W. Catanese | calendrierdelascience.com
The memorable characters, fantastic creatures, and fast-paced action readers embraced in Happenstance Found and
Dragon Games are all here in The End of Time, the heart-stopping conclusion to the acclaimed The Books of Umber
trilogy.
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